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What Is Anthology Together?

Anthology Together is the destination for education professionals, featuring keynotes by industry thought 
leaders, peer-driven discussions, best practices sharing, and a variety of networking opportunities. Learn how the 
best institutions and organizations in education inspire and achieve greatness. Join us July 17-20, 2023, at the 
Gaylord Opryland Resort in Nashville, Tennessee.

Our attendees represent higher education, corporate, and government institutions and organizations from 
around the globe. We are seeking submissions that fit within the established themes and apply to a variety of 
audiences.

In short, we’re looking for real-world case studies, unique research, best practices, and creative perspectives that 
can inspire and guide attendees from around the world. By presenting at Anthology Together, you help fill the 
conference (and fellow campus colleagues) with bold ideas, new approaches, and promising practices.

As a thank you for your time and participation, speakers will receive special recognition on the conference name 
badge and a discounted registration rate of $500.
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Key Dates

• January 17, 2023: CFP Submission Portal Opens

• March 5, 2023: CFP Closes

• April 2023: Acceptance/Regret Notices Sent 

• April 2023: Accepted Sessions Posted on 
Conference Website

• May 2023: Session Schedule Released

https://bit.ly/at23cfp


55

Program Themes
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Alumni & Advancement

Description: Discover new ways to foster connections and strengthen support with alumni and donors, 
while using data to enhance your engagement and fundraising strategies. Sessions will include 
information on developing a more personalized and meaningful alumni engagement strategy, effectively 
stewarding current and past donors, and using your advancement CRM to proactively identify prospects 
and increase your team’s efficiency. 

Key Products: Anthology Encompass, Anthology Raise 

Target Audience: Advancement Leaders in Alumni Relations, Advancement Services, Annual Giving, and 
Communications, and IT Leaders, Web Services, and System Administrators
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Corporate & Government 

Description: Hear from practitioners across government and corporate spaces and learn about their 
unique use of Anthology products, their take-aways and best practices, and how you can apply them at 
your organization. Additionally, hear from the team delivering new enhancements to Blackboard Learn in 
the coming months, and how these new features can improve and expand your current and future 
programs. 

Key Products: Blackboard Learn, Anthology Ally, Anthology Course Evaluations, Anthology Portfolio 

Target Audience: Training Leaders, Learning Leaders, CIOs, CTOs, HR Leaders
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DevCon

Description: For the software minded and systems obsessed, DevCon is the perfect place to dive into the 
technical side of Anthology. Engage with peers and industry leaders through open-ended panels, hands-
on workshops, and practical case studies that explore the powerful ways developers are using Anthology 
tech to equip universities for the future of education, today. 

Key Products: Blackboard Learn, Anthology Student, Anthology Finance and HCM, Anthology Reach, Anthology 
Ally

Target Audience: CIOs, CTOs, IT Leaders, System Administrators, Developers 
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Enrollment Growth & Admissions 

Description: Dive deep into sessions that highlight innovation throughout the enrollment funnel. Uncover how 
institutions research, plan, and prepare for strategic enrollment growth and deliver personalized experiences 
that impact overall conversion and yield. Hear how institutions are utilizing actionable data through the use of 
a sophisticated CRM to understand and enhance the admissions and enrollment process. Discover how 
institutions, like yours, are combining the power of technology and scaled operations to positively impact top-
funnel enrollment growth and streamline the admissions process. 

Key Products and Services: Anthology Reach, Anthology Milestone, Anthology Research & Strategy, Anthology 
Performance Marketing, Anthology Enrollment Management, Anthology Online Program Experience (OPX), 
Anthology One Stop

Target Audience: Anthology Reach, Anthology Milestone, Anthology Research & Strategy, Anthology 
Performance Marketing, Anthology Enrollment Management, Anthology Online Program Experience (OPX), 
Anthology One Stop
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Enterprise Resource Planning

Description: Join us as we embark on a series of sessions that showcase the flexibility and operational 
benefits of leveraging a modern student information system (SIS) that manages the entire academic 
lifecycle of a student from acceptance to graduation, including Human Capital Management, Finance, 
and Payroll. Hear from institutions like yours that have offered a variety of flexible learning pathways 
alongside their traditional on-campus experiences to modernize their operations, maximize efficiency, 
and give your institution a more competitive advantage.

Key Products: Anthology Student, Anthology Finance & Human Capital Management, Anthology Payroll, 
Anthology Student Verification

Target Audience: Presidents/Provosts, CIOs, IT Professionals, Enrollment Officers, Financial Aid Directors, 
Registrars
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Institutional Effectiveness 

Description: The strategic and efficient use of data is the cornerstone of Institutional Effectiveness. Join 
fellow industry professionals and experts from Anthology as we explore ways to use data to its fullest 
potential. Together we'll discuss how to best leverage data to identify opportunities for improvement, 
drive investment decisions and strategic plans, ensure quality delivery of courses, demonstrate progress, 
streamline assessment and evaluation efforts, and much more. 

Key Products: Assessment Management Solutions (Anthology Planning, Anthology Outcomes, Anthology 
Program Review, Anthology Accreditation, Anthology Portfolio, Anthology Collective Review, Anthology 
Baseline), Blackboard Learn, Anthology Milestone, Anthology Insight, Anthology Academic Economics 

Target Audience: Leaders in Institutional Effectiveness, Assessment, Institutional Research and Teaching 
& Learning, Provosts, Chief Data Officers, CIOs 
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Student Success, Retention & Engagement

Description: Promoting co-curricular enrichment, managing overall student satisfaction, and driving 
effective retention efforts are imperative for the future of higher education institutions. Join experts in 
the field of student success, retention, and engagement to explore trends, share best practices, and 
discover how institutions are combining technology and staff augmentation to provide timely, 
personalized support to students when they need it most. Uncover the assessment and data analytics 
available in these sessions to take your campus initiatives for student and civic engagement to the next 
level. 

Key Products and Services: Anthology Engage, Anthology Milestone, Anthology Beacon, Anthology 
Occupation Insight, Anthology Baseline, Anthology Student Verification, Anthology Reach, Anthology 
One Stop, Anthology IT Help Desk, Anthology Chatbot, Blackboard Learn

Target Audience: Student Success/Retention Professionals, Student Affairs Professionals, Enrollment 
Management Professionals, Financial Aid Professionals, IT Professionals 
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Teaching, Learning & Inclusion

Description: Some of the best education experts from around the world gather to share their innovation 
and insight on teaching and learning at Anthology Together. Join us to discover the latest models of 
teaching and learning, accessibility, and inclusive practice. Uncover new and proven ways to engage your 
students, build more inclusive environments, and create a community of learning. This is an excellent 
opportunity to focus on the heart of education best practices, learn from and network with other 
colleagues around the world, and spark new ideas for the upcoming academic year. 

Key Products: Blackboard Learn, Anthology Ally, Anthology Portfolio, Anthology Course Evaluations

Target Audience: Academic Leaders, Executive Leaders, Faculty/Instructors, Instructional 
Designers/Technologists, Accessibility Leaders, Student Representatives 
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Presentation Formats

Session
This is your chance to be creative with how you show your content 

and engage your audience! Sessions are 40 minutes.

Panel
Ideal for sharing multiple perspectives in a more informal setting 

with little to no presentation content. Panels are 40 minutes.

Ed Talk (think TED Talk)
A 15-minute presentation on the exhibit hall floor. A great option 

for first-time presenters or those who prefer to lead a more focused 
presentation rather than a session. 

Flash Session
These 20-minute sessions are reserved for our conference 

sponsors. 
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Submission Guidelines

• We suggest using a laptop or desktop computer rather than a mobile device to ensure a successful 
submission.

• You can create, save a draft, and edit your submission up until the submission deadline on March 5, 2023.

• The program team will communicate with the individual who submitted the proposal. It is the 
submitter/presenter’s responsibility to communicate and coordinate all other aspects of the presentation 
with any co-presenters.

• Presenters from different institutions and organizations are encouraged to present together.

• We suggest waiting to register for the event until you have received the status of acceptance or regret for 
your submission. Accepted speakers are offered a discounted registration rate of $500. Notices will be sent 
out before the early bird deadline. You may still reserve space in the hotel block in advance.

• For Anthology submitters, make sure to get permission from your manager to submit a proposal.
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Submission Checklist

qPresenter Information: You will be asked to provide contact information (including mobile phone), a 
headshot, and a bio (maximum 600 characters) for each presenter.

qSession Title: Use the title of your session to capture attendee attention, show your perspective, and 
emphasize the value of your session. Generic titles won’t properly communicate your subject matter! 
(Maximum 100 characters)

qSession Abstract: This summary will be included in the agenda to give attendees more information on 
the content of your session. This should be a clear, concise description of why an attendee should 
attend your session and what they will walk away with. (Maximum 500 characters)

qAdditional Submission Details: This is where you will share additional details about your session with 
the review committee. Show your creativity, highlight high-level participant takeaways/learning 
objectives, identify session objectives, and describe any plans for audience engagement and session 
flow. Check out the evaluation rubric for more information on what we’re looking for. (Maximum 3,000 
characters)
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Submission Checklist (continued)

qTheme: Select the program theme that best aligns with your presentation.

qSession Format: Choose the appropriate format for your presentation from the four options. 

qProducts/Solutions: Attendees have asked to be able to filter sessions by product/solution. Check off 
anything you will be focusing on in your presentation (if applicable), so attendees can easily find your 
session!

qAudience: Individuals from a variety of industries attend each year. Select from higher education, K-12, 
corporate or government & military.

qAttendee Access to Session Materials: Would you like to share the presentation slide deck and/or 
session recording with attendees? 

qSupporting Materials (optional): Is there anything else you would like to include with your submission 
to assist our review committee when evaluating your session?
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Evaluation Rubric

Diversity of Thought and Innovation

We strive to curate a multi-faceted, 
diverse program at Anthology 

Together, so we encourage you to 
take a unique perspective on a 

pressing topic and/or showcase your 
innovation to differentiate your 

proposal.

Practical Application

Session topics need to be relevant. 
We look at whether a topic 

addresses a relevant issue and how 
the content of the session provides 

practical solutions to said issue.

Quality

The overall quality of the session 
topic based on the strength of the 

submission. We look for unique 
research, specific data and proof 

points, tangible takeaways, 
replicable best practices, 

inspirational stories, innovative 
problem solving, and examples of 

strong leadership.
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FAQs

What is the deadline for submission? 
The deadline to submit a proposal for Anthology Together is March 5, 2023, at 11:59 PM PT.

How do I submit a proposal? 
All proposals must be submitted online in our submission portal: https://bit.ly/at23cfp. You can start at any time and save your proposal 
to complete at a later date. We suggest using a laptop or desktop computer rather than a mobile device to ensure a successful
submission.

Can I submit more than one proposal? 
You may submit more than one proposal; however, keep in mind we typically only accept one proposal per person.

How can I view the status of my submission? 
You may log in to the CFP portal at any time to check the status of your submission.

What if there are multiple presenters in my session? 
One person should take the lead in submitting the session. They will be the main point of contact for information regarding the session.

When will I find out if my proposal has been accepted?
Email notifications will be sent in April. 

Do presenters get a discount?
Yes! To thank you for your time and participation, we offer presenters a discounted registration rate of $500.

https://bit.ly/at23cfp
https://bit.ly/at23cfp
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Questions? Please contact 
togetherprogram@anthology.com

mailto:togetherprogram@anthology.com



